
EYFS  Managing self 

Children learn right and wrong and the need for rules, develop perseverance and initiative, manage their own personal needs and hygiene    

Progression in Learning 

(Nursery to ELG) 
Provision Books and vocabulary 

Nursery 

 Noticeable development of 
independence- want to do 
things for themselves 

 Follows rules and finds ways 
of sorting out conflict, 
sometimes with adult help 

 Chooses appropriate ways to 
be assertive, sometimes with 
adult help 

 Typically manages hygiene, 
toileting and simple dressing 
independently 

Children are encouraged to try different activities both inside and outside the classroom and they 
are praised when they try a new activity, marshal their own resources and show independence 
 
Resources, tools and materials organised so children can help themselves inside and outside 
 
Comment on and ask about how children feel and what they need to do – tiredness and rest, 
hunger and eating, thirst and drinking, unhappy and tell someone, cold/hot and clothing needs 
 
Explain rules and have few but necessary rules with visual cues – pictures of aprons hung up by 
the hooks, picture of resources put away – this is what tidy looks like 
 
Support children who find it difficult to share and play alongside modelling desired behaviours 
 
Teach children routines for hygiene – how do we wash our hands and when we need to do this, 
how do we flush the toilet, avoiding infection and keeping others safe by good hygiene 
 
Children taught to put on aprons, coats, hats and gloves on their own and help each other 
 
Teach correct and safe use of tools – pencils, paintbrushes, scissors, glue sticks, hammers and 
nails 
 
Teach how to move large objects – large wooden construction resources 
 
Establish a culture of teamwork and helpful friendly behaviour so that we learn to look after our 
Nursery and everyone in it 

 

The Golden Rules 
 
Language for behaviour - Three 
nice things (good looking, 
listening and sitting), ‘Stop, I 
don’t like it’, gentle hands 
 
Practitioner made books to 
support dressing for outdoor 
and ‘forest school’ learning 
 
Language of achievement – 
adventurous, brave, exciting, 
persistent, energetic, 
thoughtful, kind, considerate, 
curious, persevere, kind, 
helpful, brave, ‘I can do it!’  
 
Language of hygiene – germs, 
dirt, wash, clean, dry 
 

Reception 

 Developing confidence with 
unfamiliar activities and new 

Establish culture of trying new things and deciding that something needs to be done differently is 
not failure but a path to getting better 

Language of food – vegetables, 
meat, fruit, fish, bread, desserts 



learning 

 Aware of boundaries and of 
behavioural expectations 

 Uses knowledge of 
behavioural expectations and 
moral code to influence own 
behaviour 

 Show some understanding 
that exercise, eating and 
sleeping habits and hygiene 
can affect health 

 

 
Organise the week so children have time to persevere and rethink their activities, constructions, 
pictures, sculptures, finding a solution to a problem. Discuss these rethinks and the progress 
being made both with adults and peers, sometimes with a step back as well as forward 
 
Establish codes of behaviour – kindness, hands to ourselves, be the person you would like to be – 
and recognise when this is happening; be specific about what has been done well 
 
Daily awareness of eating fresh fruit and vegetables (class milk and snack shop) and lunchtime 
(choosing from the salad trolley) 
 
Discussion of a balanced diet which includes awareness of what is eaten regularly and what is a 
treat and occasional and why 
 
Circle times discussion of class routines and rules – ‘golden rules’ 
 
Road safety – look and listen – even on a crossing, visible clothing – walking your bike or scooter 
 
How to avoid infection – staying a distance from those with illness, using tissues and disposing of 
them, washing hands regularly - after coughing, and after coming in from outside and after going 
to shops, coughing into arm rather than hands 
 
People who help us – nurse, doctor, school adults, police, fire fighters, trusted adults who will 
help you 
 
How to be safe and teach when we need to think twice – crossing the road, climbing and 
jumping, approaches from strangers, doing things parents do not know about, PANTS 
 
How to be safe with electricity – switching off, danger of water and electricity  

Ingredients – sugar, fat, 
vitamins, healthy and treat 
 
Language of risk – dangerous, 
safe, risky, anxious, confident, 
care, caution 
 

Language of resilience and 
perseverance – rethink, trying 
again, sticking at it, strength of 
character, confident, creative, 
another way 

ELG 

Be confident to try new activities and show independence, resilience and perseverance in the face of challenge; explain the reasons for rules, know right 
from wrong and try to behave accordingly; manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs, including dressing, going to the toilet and understanding 
the importance of healthy food choices 

 


